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"Brave New World," written by Aldous Huxley, is a literary work that is able to portray a society built on happiness but did
not have individuality. The reason.

Brave New World explores the classic conflict between the individual and society. Ten controllers of the
world states determine all aspects of society. George Woodcock believes it takes something alien to awaken
Bernard. Huxley shows that the government recognizes the dangers of negative emotions when the controller
states, "Actual happiness always looks pretty squalid in comparison with the over-compensations for misery" 
The most amazing thing is that the government has the people thinking they must trade something like
individuality for protection and happiness. Is there any difference at all between, say, number 47 and number
62? These individuals introduce unorthodox ideas, emotions, and conflicts into a system that was not built to
handle such things. The government uses hypnopaedia, or sleep teaching, and also shock therapy as the main
means of education for they see that, " the vulnerability of the human mind can be put to some practical
purpose," Thody  Can a new medium with even more bells and whistles than television waste even more of an
individual's time? Well, forget that lesson today, because in this story, personal identity has been sacrificed for
the sake of a common good, and the results are not very pretty. Mond may have wanted John to die in order to
reinforce to the general public the ridiculousness and dangers of individuality, as well as to discourage other
potential rebels from emulating John. Here we see how the Savage realizes the benefit of suffering. Here he
realizes that people do not feel enough emotion. At the unceasing urging of so many people, John finally gives
in to the pressure, brutally beating Lenina and succumbing to the sexual desires he had long suppressed in an
effort to avoid sin. One way to do is by creating a caste system that separates people. With the destruction of
the family, the government has single handedly prevented the largest source of human emotion: family love.
Everyone in the Brave New World is essentially parentless and as Thody states, " the words 'mother' and
'father' have become the ultimate in unmentionable obscenity" 49 , as though those words were a link to the
past in which society is very different from its current form. McFarland,  In the novel, a character that is
feeling too emotional takes a dose of soma to rid herself of those odd sensations. No social stability without
individual stability. Bernard does not dislike going to the event because of its immorality and suppression of
individualism, he dislikes it because it makes him feel even more like himself: miserable and insecure. His
most private, cherished sense of love and of self, he feels, has been violated. One individual that does not fit
into this caste system is the Savage, who becomes an example of a character whose inner yearning to be free is
alive and well. While pain is always tough, it makes us appreciate the good times even more. Nicolas
Berdiaeff best states the final thought on the utopia: Utopias appear to be much easier to realize than one
formerly believed. Everyone seemingly melts into a giant generic mass, all in the name of stability and
progress. Fan bemoans this loss noting, "Without literature, people will never think and learn of course they
will live in a stable society where nothing will ever change, but people pay the price of creativity and the
ability to think" 2. Gina Macdonald claims his reservation is one of "disease, superstition, guilt, racial
prejudice, possessiveness, death, and individuality" Macdonald. Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing
policies for more information. This is due to the teaching of the young. In that time totalitarianism was not
well understood and all the informationâ€¦. John the Savage, though, rebels with nearly everything he chooses
to do. Lenina is unlike the male protagonists of the novel in that there seems to be no intent to assert her
individuality or freedom behind her actions. This in turn produces a society that, "adore[s] the technologies
that undo their capacities to think," Postman 1. To further stabilize the society, "sexual freedom is legalized "
Huxley  This, coupled with the fact that Lenina is not consciously aware of her inclination towards
monogamy, suggests that Lenina is acting in response to some innate, powerful force, and speaks to the
perseverance of some kind of natural instincts. John is horrified that all they all have the same faces, voices,
and mannerisms. His outrage stems from the injustices he suffers personally, but he apparently is unwilling or
unable to fathom a debate or course of action against the malady because he is an Alpha Plus upon whom the
process has been at least partially successful. Once Bernard receives the sexual and social attention he believes
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is his due, his complaints continue merely as a show of daring and bravado. Lenina is unlike John because she
never consciously realizes that she is different from the rest of her society. The importance of the individual is
zero. Children are born in state hatcheries where according to what social class they will be, they are given or
denied certain elements that are critical to proper development. But you don't do either" Huxley 


